SATANAMA Not YHVH Is The Name
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 20, 2018 4:00 pm
In Kabala the YHVH "The Name" is given the code of male, female, male, female. This is for the
12 signs of the Zodiac which are grouped air and fire are male and earth and water are female.
The YHVH in the Taro is placed on the cardinal points to show this as well. This then expands
out to the 72 names which relate to the energies of the decan's along the Zodiac.

However the proper name for the four corners is not YHVH its SA TA NA MA in Sanskrit the
original language. Which has the energy of the elements that rule all existence and this includes
the Zodiac houses and planets associated with them all of which are governed by the five
elements. SA TA NA MA is the formula that governs everything. This includes the entire
Sanskrit alphabet as well which is the sound form of the Gentile soul. Note SA TA NA MA is the
name of the serpent deity which also symbolizes the heavens the wheel of the Zodiac. This
mantra of SA TA NA MA is dangerous and destructive to the Jewish enemy and their strange
alien soul so they had to corrupt it for themselves. To change it to something strange that suits
their own alien soul.
In the ancient world the name of the five elements is "The Name of God" this is SATANAMA.
Follow the Slothz search engine to:
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: SATANAMA Not YHVH Is The Name
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jul 20, 2018 4:47 pm
It just is. The jews have an alien soul and its designed to destroy the Gentiles that is why Jewish
soul consciousness express this one desire and behaviour. Even the jewish alphabet was
created by stealing the common Greek, Egyptian, Babylonian, Sanskrit and then literally
reversing it even the letters and direction of reading from the original. Its a method of black
magic against Gentiles. Just to speak Hebrew is a form of evil magic against Gentiles.
SATANAMA expresses the vibrational structure of Sanskrit which is based on the perfect
harmonic of the Gentile soul which comes from Satan. The very name Satanama carries
Satan's energy. Which is why Satan is called Satanama. Names express spiritual powers.

Thunder wrote:Why and in which way is it dangerous for them, specifically?
Is it because of Satan's influence over our solar system? Or because since they have an
alien soul, they cannot "fit" in this system? I mean, is it a subjective or a objective reason?

Re: SATANAMA Not YHVH Is The Name
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jul 21, 2018 2:40 pm
NaziMan12 wrote:
FancyMancy wrote:Does not "El" mean "King" or "Lord"? Look up what "isra" is and means,
and take note of the hebrew and isil connections. Then re-join "isra" and "el" back together,
and realise something.

Isra has something to do with Muhammad's 'ascension to heaven' right? How are you
interpreting this?

Is-Ra-El simply is three stolen things that indicates three things.
IS, from ISIS, the female part of the soul.
RA which is stolen from the God Ra (related to Goddess Isis) and signifies the male part of the
soul.
EL which is a generic stolen term from light from the Egyptian, Babylonian, and Sumerian IL or
ILU.
The jews stole these and started calling themselves like that in hebrew to bring this about, while
ironically, blasphemed and attacked the original representations of the deities to no end.
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Re: SATANAMA Not YHVH Is The Name
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Jul 24, 2018 3:57 pm
Its been corrupted in a proto Christianity. The article I did on the corruptions in Hinduism show
this. The Jews have ruined it over a thousand years.

EternalHindu wrote:A Hindu is an ordained follower of “Sanatana Dharma” – the most
ancient, time-tested and indisputable “Spiritual Way of Life” on the planet. It means “The
Eternal Way of Life or “The Eternal Order”.

